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Abstract
The specific recognition of peptide sequences by proteins plays an important role both in biology and in
diagnostic applications. Here we characterize the relatively weak binding of the peptide neurotensin (NT) to
the previously developed Armadillo repeat protein VG_328 by a multidisciplinary approach based on solution
NMR spectroscopy, mutational studies, and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, totaling 20 μs for all MD
runs. We describe assignment challenges arising from the repetitive nature of the protein sequence, and we
present novel approaches to address them. Partial assignments obtained for VG_328 in combination with
chemical shift perturbations allowed us to identify the repeats not involved in binding. Their subsequent
elimination resulted in a reduced-size binder with very similar affinity for NT, for which near-complete
backbone assignments were achieved. A binding mode suggested by automatic docking and further validated
by explicit solvent MD simulations is consistent with paramagnetic relaxation enhancement data collected
using spin-labeled NT. Favorable intermolecular interactions are observed in the MD simulations for the
residues that were previously shown to contribute to binding in an Ala scan of NT. We further characterized the
role of residues within the N-cap for protein stability and peptide binding. Our multidisciplinary approach
demonstrates that an initial low-resolution picture for a low-micromolar-peptide binder can be refined through
the combination of NMR, protein design, docking, and MD simulations to establish its binding mode, even in
the absence of crystallographic data, thereby providing valuable information for further design.
© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Easy access to oligonucleotides of any desired
sequence via DNA synthesis has revolutionized
molecular biology, allowing manipulation of genetic
material to become a routine task. On-demand
availability of binding proteins that bind peptides or
extended parts of target proteins in a sequence-specific
manner could have a transforming effect on various
fields such as proteomics, structural biology, medical
diagnostics, and even therapy. Many proteins of
interest have disordered termini or loosely packed
loops; however, no binding proteins have been
developed yet to allow target binding in a rational
way based on a target sequence.
0022-2836/© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Currently, monoclonal or recombinant antibodies
[1] and a range of other scaffolds [2–6] are available
as protein- or peptide-binding reagents. The most
prominent drawback of all of these systems is that,
for each new target, a completely new binder must
be established and that previously established
binders for similar targets do not provide sufficient
design information for future projects. Furthermore,
many of these scaffolds preferentially bind to the
surface of folded proteins, but unfolded proteins or
peptides also play a vital role in cellular signaling and
protein trafficking.
Antibodies bind unstructured peptides with high
affinities [7], but their mode of binding is not
conserved. Moreover, antibodies and their
J Mol Biol (2015) 427, 1916–1933
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derivatives contain disulfide bonds, which do not form
when expressed in the cytoplasm, rendering them
unsuitable for intracellular applications. In contrast,
small adaptor domains such as SH2, SH3, and PDZ
domains [8] usually show specific binding in a
conserved fashion. However, their binding affinity is
weak, only short sequences are recognized, and
specificity is limited to the recognition of a few sequence
motifs. Repeat proteins, in particular, Armadillo repeat
proteins (ArmRPs) [9], tetratricopeptide repeats [10],
WD40 proteins [11], HEAT repeats [12], and Ankyrin
repeats [13], possess an intrinsic ability to bind peptides
due to their repetitive structure, resulting in well-defined
surfaces that can be used for binding. ArmRPs, which
are abundant in eukaryotes [14], often mediate protein–
protein interactions and participate in a broad range of
biological processes [15]. Well-known examples are
β-catenin, which is involved in cell adhesion and
signaling [16], and importin-α, which is vital for the
nucleocytoplasmic transport of proteins [17].
Repeat modules of ArmRPs typically contain about
42 amino acids [18], which are arranged into a triangle
of three α-helices (H1–H3). In nature, 4–12 repeats
are stacked beside each other forming a right-handed
superhelix, the Armadillo domain, which is responsible for peptide recognition [19]. Specialized capping
modules at the N- and C-termini protect the elongated
hydrophobic core. Peptides are bound in an extended
conformation via interactions between highly conserved asparagine side chains, located in a groove
formed by the third helices (H3) of each repeat, and
the peptide backbone [20]. Specificity is conferred by
other residues on the surface of H3 interacting with
side chains of the target peptide. Each repeat of the
Armadillo domain specifically recognizes a dipeptide
subunit of the bound peptide, providing the basis for a
modular approach. Dissociation constants (Kd) as low
as 10–20 nM have been reported [21,22]. Designed
ArmRPs based on natural consensus sequences are
available from previous studies [23]. These designed
ArmRP scaffold proteins are soluble, highly expressed,
stable in an intracellular environment, monomeric, and
display improved biophysical characteristics compared
to natural ArmRPs. The original design by Parmeggiani
et al. [24], based on a sequence consensus of the
importin-α and the β-catenin families, was further
improved by Alfarano et al. [25] using an approach
based on molecular dynamics (MD). The resulting
scaffold is very stable and was employed in the creation
of randomized libraries by Varadamsetty et al. [23].
A member of this library, VG_328, in which residues
on the surface of H3 of the central three repeats had
been randomized, was selected to bind the human
neurotensin (NT) peptide using ribosome display. NT
(sequence: QLYENKPRRPYIL) was chosen as the
target peptide for its lack of defined structure in
solution [26]. The selected 32-kDa ArmRP VG_328
binds NT with a Kd of 7 μM at 4 °C and contains five
internal repeats flanked by N- and C-terminal capping

repeats. With the use of enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) with single-site alanine mutants
of NT, VG_328 has been shown to specifically bind
NT with four key NT side chains Pro7 NT, Arg8 NT,
Arg9 NT, and Tyr11 NT contributing to the moderate
binding (for clarity, all peptide residues are listed with a
“NT” superscript).
In order to mature designed ArmRPs toward higher
affinity, it was pivotal to determine the binding mode of
the first-generation binder VG_328 to NT. The aim of
the present study was to analyze this interaction in
detail to guide future design efforts. None of the NT
binders based on VG_328 yielded crystals of sufficient quality for structure determination by X-ray
crystallography. Therefore, NMR studies that also
allow the characterization of interactions with Kd
values in the millimolar-to-micromolar range [27]
were performed to determine the binding location
and orientation of NT on VG_328 and to establish if NT
binds in the canonical orientation observed in natural
ArmRPs.
Unfortunately, the repetitive nature of the Armadillo
sequence results in a number of technical challenges,
some of which were already encountered in our
previous studies of Ankyrin repeat proteins [28]. To
facilitate this process, we employed a wide range of
techniques, from isotopic labeling and fragmentation
of ArmRPs to the selective deletion of repeats. This
“reductive engineering” culminated in the design of a
reduced-size binder that was much more amenable to
NMR analysis and shows similar affinity for the NT
peptide. The backbone of this minimal binder could be
assigned nearly completely, and subsequent chemical shift perturbation (CSP) experiments in combination with paramagnetic relaxation enhancements
(PREs) from ligand-attached spin labels allowed the
derivation of experimental constraints for peptide
binding analysis. In combination with docking and
MD simulations, a picture of the complex at atomic
resolution emerged that will be very useful in future
design rounds.

Results
All NMR methods that are suitable to establish the
binding mode of a peptide require at least backbone
and usually also side-chain chemical shift assignments of the binding protein. The task of characterizing peptide binding to repeat proteins, however,
required the development of new tools for assigning
the spectra of proteins with highly repetitive amino
acid sequences. The combined use of biophysical,
biochemical, and computational techniques in a tour
de force helped us to improve the properties of the
binder and allowed us to gain insight into its folding
properties.
In what follows, we first describe how we improved
the properties of the original binder VG_328
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(YIMR 1R 2R 3MAI) to make it amenable to detailed
NMR studies (for nomenclature, see Materials and
Methods; for sequence details, see also Fig. S1). We
then report on the attempts to solve the assignment
problem inherent to repeat proteins using N-terminally truncated versions. Knowledge from these
protein truncations and from CSP data from
VG_328 was then employed, in turn, to design
smaller binders that could be assigned to a large
extent. Finally, we present mutagenesis data used to
deconvolute contributions from individual N-cap
residues to NT binding and use MD calculations to
probe NT binding and the behavior of the N-cap.
Chemical shift assignments are usually performed
using 15 N, 13C-labeled proteins (as well as perdeuteration, depending on size) and triple-resonance
experiments [29,30]. Follow-up work by Alfarano et
al. on the original scaffold indicated that consensus
ArmRPs could be significantly stabilized by introducing two mutations (originally described as Q240L
and F241Q [25]) in the C-cap to form the AII-cap. The
resulting binder YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII displayed essentially identical peptide binding and was sufficiently
stable in perdeuterated form for NMR studies. While
the C-cap mutant retained binding of NT, all N-cap
mutations known to improve stability [25] also
abolished NT binding (data not shown). We therefore
continued our spectroscopic studies using the
original less stable N-cap and the stabilized C-cap
in YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII.
Two sets of triple-resonance experiments, using
samples with and without the peptide, were recorded
for assignment purposes following a strategy described by Wetzel et al. [28]. For more details of
spectroscopy and assignment, see Supplementary
Materials and Methods. Although spectra were
generally of very good quality (see Fig. S2), complete
backbone assignments proved impossible due to
peak overlap and degeneracy of 13C chemical shifts
between residues at identical positions in the different
repeats. Due to the repetitive nature of the internal
repeats, few signals outside of the C-cap and H3 of the
R 3 repeat could be unambiguously assigned. Nevertheless, randomized positions in H3 are unique and
hence provided valuable assignment anchors and
allowed unambiguous assignment of some protein
segments of the putative peptide binding surface.
However, in H1 and H2 helices (non-randomized),
many assignment fragments could not be unambiguously mapped onto the sequence. Furthermore, in the
absence of bound peptide, signals from residues of the
N-cap were missing completely, most likely due to
conformational exchange. Interestingly, some of these
missing N-cap signals were observed in the spectra of
the complex formed with NT. In the absence (and
presence) of NT, 20.6% (25.4%) of backbone resonances of all non-Pro residues were assigned overall,
including 92.7% (92.7%) of the C-cap and 94.7%
(100%) of H3 of the R 3 repeat. [ 15N, 1H] heteronuclear
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single quantum coherence (hHSQC)-based chemical
shift mapping experiments of YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII with
NT revealed that, in agreement with its moderate
Kd ≈ 19 ± 8 μM, at 32 °C, the system is in fast
exchange.
Truncation of YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII aids in backbone
assignments
To reduce chemical shift degeneracy, we investigated whether it was possible to truncate the protein by
one repeat at a time, ultimately allowing deconvolution
of the spectra into contributions from the individual
repeats by tracing peaks through the spectra. Accordingly, a set of N- and C-terminally truncated fragments
was designed by splitting YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII between
positions 41 and 42 of individual internal repeats. The
series contained five N-terminally truncated fragments
(MR 1R 2R 3MAII, R 1R 2R 3MAII, R 2R 3MAII, R 3MAII,
and MAII) and three C-terminally truncated fragments
(YMR 1, YMR 1R 2, and YMR 1R 2R 3).
All fragments expressed with adequate yields, were
soluble, and could be purified to effective homogeneity. Representative [ 15N, 1H]-HSQC spectra of N-terminally truncated fragments are shown in Fig. S3,
indicating that these fragments constitute well-folded
proteins. Only spectra of R 1R 2R 3MAII displayed line
broadening, indicating the formation of oligomeric
species. Parallel studies revealed that the C-terminally truncated versions (e.g., YIMR 1R 2R 3, YIMR 1R 2,
and YIMR 1 ) were generally unstable (data not
shown), highlighting the importance of the AII-cap for
protein stability and correlating with the findings of
Watson et al. [31].
[ 15N, 1H]-HSQC spectra of the 15N-labeled N-terminally truncated fragments showed considerable
agreement with the spectrum of full-length YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII. We hypothesized that signals from each
repeat would successively appear close to, or
directly at, their final position when the length of
the fragment was extended by each successive
repeat. Signals were tracked from the shortest to the
longest variant. Signals were assigned to repeats in
the order of their appearance in spectra of fragments
of increasing size. Figure 1 depicts the assignment
strategy and shows an example of signals successively appearing in the Gly region of the spectra.
This strategy extended our assignment significantly, and stretches of sequence identified previously
simply as part of “an” unrandomized helix H2 could
now be mapped to a specific repeat. Most importantly, we were able to distinguish between signals
from the two identical helices H3 of the two
unrandomized M repeats and achieved assignments
of at least parts of H3 in all repeats. We observed
that, as expected, signals of residues close to the
truncation site tend to move into their final position
only after another repeat module had been added, in
contrast to residues further away from the truncation
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Fig. 1. Assignment strategy for fragments of increasing size. The expansion depicts an overlay of the region of signals
of Gly residues. For example, the signal of Gly254, part of the MAII fragment, slightly moves toward a different position in
longer fragments. In the scheme on the left, the location of the peak in the smaller fragment is shown with less opacity to
indicate the peak positions in the previous protein with one repeat less. On the other hand, the signal of Gly86 only appears
in the spectrum of the longest fragment MR 1R 2R 3MAII.

site. We were able to effectively employ this strategy
up to R 2R 3MAII, after which the increased spectral
complexity and broader lines of R 1R 2R 3MAII prevented reliable transfer of assignments. We therefore
back-tracked assignments in the opposite direction
from the full-length YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII to MR 1R 2R 3MAII
in order to close the assignment gaps as far as
possible. Using this method, we were even able to
assign the side-chain indole protons of the three Trp
residues present on the binding surface in internal
repeats 1, 3, and 5. For YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII without NT,
the backbone assignment coverage was extended
from 20.6% to 36.8%, and for the complex with NT, it
was extended from 32.4% to 44.9%. These initial

(a)

assignments were sufficient to identify protein regions
directly or indirectly affected by the binding of NT. The
status of the assignments for backbone resonances in
both the absence and presence of NT are summarized in Fig. 2a and b, respectively.
CSPs localize the peptide-binding site
CSPs clearly demonstrate that NT interacts with
YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII. Examples from spectral regions of
Gly and Trp indole resonances are depicted in
Fig. 3a and b.
A gradient in the magnitude of CSPs was observed
across the protein with the largest changes occurring

(b)

Fig. 2. Assignments of YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII in the absence (a) and presence (b) of NT. Prolines and unassigned residues
are colored gray; assigned Trp indole amide moieties, used to locate repeats involved in binding NT by CSP (see Fig. 3b),
are shown as spheres inside a red-dotted cloud. A YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII assignment based on conventional strategy (cyan)
and additional assignments achieved by fragment strategy (blue); modules are schematically labeled for reference (red).
(b) YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII assignment in the presence of 2 equivalents of NT, using the conventional (cyan) or fragment strategy
(blue).
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Fig. 3. CSPs induced by NT in YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII (a–c) and its truncated versions (d–f): CSP in [ 15N, 1H]-HSQC spectra
displaying the Gly (a) and indole Trp (b) regions of YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII in the absence (black) and presence of two equivalents
of NT (red). Similarly, expansions of the Gly region in [ 15N, 1H]-HSQC spectra of full-length YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII (c), YIMR 1R 2R 3AII (d), YIMR 1R 2AII (e), and YIMR 1AII (f) are depicted with and without NT. For full spectra see Figs. S4 and S5.

at the N-terminal end. As mentioned above, addition of
NT also enabled the unambiguous assignment of
residues 20–30 in the N-cap that were undetectable in
the peptide-free sample due to peak broadening.
ArmRPs can be truncated and such fragments
naturally reassemble to a full-length ArmRP [31].
Preliminary interaction studies reassembling various
fragments of the YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII binder revealed that
not all repeats in the original binder were involved in
forming contacts to the peptide (data not shown).
Briefly, N-terminal fragments containing the N-cap and
different numbers of internal repeats, but no C-cap,
were mixed with complementary C-terminal fragments
containing only internal repeats and a C-cap (for
fragment sequences, see Fig. S1) and binding of the
peptide was tested by CSP. These studies confirmed
that the N-terminal part of the protein contributes more
toward peptide binding (Figs. 2 and 3) and suggested
that some internal repeats could be removed from the
C-terminal end. This was verified by engineering
constructs that systematically removed repeats,
retaining both the N-cap and the C-cap. The resulting
ArmRPs YIMR 1R 2R 3AII, YIMR 1R 2AII, and YIMR 1AII
were all soluble, were well-expressed, and yielded
high-quality [ 15N, 1H]-HSQC spectra (see Fig. 3d–f
and Fig. S4).
CSP studies of these proteins revealed that the
shortest construct, YIMR 1AII, containing only two
internal repeats, displayed only minor chemical shift
changes indicating very weak binding. YIMR 1R 2AII
was the smallest (22 kDa) construct displaying
affinity for NT [see Fig. 3e and Fig. S5, quantified
by surface plasmon resonance (SPR) in Fig. S6 and

chemical shift mapping in Table 1 and Fig. S7] that
was comparable to YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII (32 kDa). Since
the magnitude of CSPs remained relatively constant
upon truncation, Kd values determined from CSP
titrations essentially unchanged, and since SPR
indicated no significant difference, further investigations were carried out with this reduced-size binder.
Assignments of YIMR 1R 2AII were achieved with
much less ambiguity, largely due to the reduced size
and the absence of a second identical M repeat,
resulting in high-quality spectra with significantly less
peak overlap. In this case, almost all backbone
resonances of the H3 helices could be assigned.
Furthermore, some resonances from the N-cap were
observed in the free form for the first time, and in the
NT complex, nearly the complete N-cap was visible.
For YIMR 1R 2AII, 82.8% of all non-Pro backbone
resonances were assigned. In complex with NT, the
coverage increased to 97.4% so that only five
residues in loop regions and at the beginning of the
N-cap remained unassigned (Fig. 4). In addition,
partial assignments for side chains of YIMR 1R 2AII in
complex with NT for the putative binding interface
were obtained from amide-anchored triple-resonance spectra such as (H)CC(CO)NH and
H(CCCO)NH [32].
Interaction surface of the complex formed by
YIMR 1R 2AII and NT mapped by CSP, PREs, and
automatic docking
Nearly complete backbone assignments of free
and NT-complexed YIMR 1R 2AII now allowed the
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Table 1. List of dissociation constants of the complex formed between YIMR 1R 2AII mutants and VG_328-based reference
proteins with NT determined by CSP titrations.
No.

Protein

Peptide

Kd (μM)

Relative Kd
(relative to YIMR1R2AII)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

YIMR1R2AII
YIMR1R2AII
YIMR1R2R3MAI (VG_328)
YIMR1R2AII_R42A
YIMR1R2AII_V34R
YIMR1R2AII_E46A
YIMR1R2R3MAII
YIMR1R2AII_R42Δ
YIMR1R2AII_V34R_R42Δ
YIMR1R2AII_R37S
YIMR1R2AII_V34R_R37S
YIMR1R2AII_R37S_R42Δ
YIIMR1R2AII (V34R, R37S, R42Δ)

NT7-13
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT

12 ± 5
18 ± 7 (14 by SPR)
20 ± 7
25 ± 5
27 ± 3
27 ± 5
27 ± 8 (18 by SPR)
91 ± 10
105 ± 15
224 ± 23
265 ± 27
331 ± 36
369 ± 46

0.7
1.0
1.1
1.4
1.5
1.5
1.5
5.1
5.8
12.5
14.7
18.4
20.5

evaluation of the CSP data (Fig. S5). The most
strongly affected
polypeptide backbone
amide NH


resonances Δδ HN NΔδ HN þ σ arise for residues

located at or interacting with the N-cap such as
Gln19 (ΔδHN ~ 0.60 ppm), Leu21 (~ 0.65 ppm), and
Val51 (~ 0.33 ppm), as well as residues located in

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Interaction of NT with the minimal binder YIMR 1R 2AII. (a) Backbone amide CSPs induced by addition of 2 eq. NT
are highlighted: red, resonances that could only be assigned in the presence of NT; orange, CSPs Δδ HN NΔδ HN þ σ; yellow
gradient, Δδ HN NΔδ HN ; gray, Pro and unassigned residues. (b) and (c) display the two most populated binding poses
obtained from MD simulations with the parallel AutoDock orientation as starting point. The lowest-energy ligand structure
is depicted as sticks with non-interacting residues Pro10 NT, Ile12 NT, and Leu13 NT in gray and interacting residues in
orange, blue, and magenta.
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H3 of the internal repeats M (Ser80, ~ 0.33 ppm;
Ser84, ~ 0.83 ppm), R 1 (Asn122, ~ 0.34 ppm), and
R 2 (Ile166, ~ 0.39 ppm) (Fig. S8a). In contrast,
residues located in the C-cap are not perturbed.
Some residues are only detectable in the presence
of NT, suggesting that protein regions that are in
intermediate conformational exchange in ligand-free
ArmRP become locked into one conformation upon
binding NT. Such residues are localized in the N-cap
(residues 16–18, 22–23, and 32–42), in the vicinity of
the hinge region connecting the N-cap to the first
internal repeat (residues 47–49 and 57), and the
conserved Asn ladder in repeats M and R 1 (residues
81 and 123), whereas the C-cap remains unaffected
(Fig. S8a). Thus, a consistent picture emerges from
the CSP mapping indicating that NT interacts with
YIMR 1R 2AII on the continuous interface spanned by
H3 helices of the internal repeats, the strongest
interactions occurring for repeats M and R 1; the
C-cap remains unaffected (Fig. 4).
While the CSP data strongly suggest a specific
interaction involving the canonical binding surface of
ArmRP, it fails to characterize the binding mechanism at the atomic level. To gain further insight, we
docked a short NT fragment (NT7-13, with an
acetylated N-terminal amino group) to a model of
YIMR 1R 2AII via AutoDock Vina (see Materials and
Methods). Interestingly, the predicted ligand poses
cluster into two opposite orientations that we term
“parallel” and “antiparallel” based on the relative
alignment of the termini for ligand and receptor. The
parallel pose correlates well with the CSP data and is
energetically more favorable (Fig. 4 and Fig. S9a);
however, an antiparallel conformation (see Fig. S9b)
could not be discarded at this stage.
Since no nuclear Overhauser enhancements
(NOEs) could be detected between the peptide
and the protein, most likely due to an insufficiently
long lifetime of the bound state, we decided to verify
the binding location and determine the orientation of
NT using PRE tags attached to NT. In this method,
the attenuation of protein signals is solely related to
the distance separating a given resonance from the
unpaired electron in the spin label and, in contrast to
the CSPs, is not affected by induced conformational
changes. NT was labeled with the nitroxyl PRE tag
S-(1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-2,5-dihydro-1H-pyrrol3-yl)methyl methanesulfonothioate (MTSL) at
peptide positions 1, 6, and 13 in order to bracket
the four peptide residues Pro7 NT, Arg8 NT, Arg9 NT,
and Tyr11 NT previously identified as critical for
binding [23] while minimizing direct interference
with binding. Spin labeling of NT at position 6
(“NT-K6C”) resulted in distinct attenuations in the
upper part of the binding interface, which surround
the central repeat R1 (Fig. 5a), strongly supporting
our hypothesis of a parallel binding mode. Indeed,
predicted PREs (Fig. 5b) based on an additional
docking run of NT(7-13) labeled at position 6 with
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MTSL (i.e., NT-K6C-13) display significant correlation with the experimental PREs (Fig. 5a).
A less strongly affected area around H3 of R 2 was
identified by the spin label located at position 13
(“NT-L13C”), in line with the results from position 6
(see Fig. S10b). Moreover, the non-localized distribution of mostly weak attenuations induced by a spin
label at position 1 (“NT-Q1C”) confirms that the
N-terminal hexapeptide is not involved in a specific
binding mechanism, consistent with previous binding data [23] (see Fig. S10a).
Because the PRE effect is inherently long range,
we also attempted to identify the location of bound
MTSL in more detail via differential CSP (ΔΔδ; see
Materials and Methods) mapping of YIMR 1R 2AII
complexed with either unlabeled NT or NT coupled
to quenched MTSL at position 6. Interestingly, the
largest differential proton CSPs occur in the vicinity
of Tyr116 (Figs. S8b and S11).
In conclusion and in light of the NT conformations
suggested by automatic docking, out of the two basic
orientations, only the parallel ligand binding mode is
compatible with the experimental CSP and PRE data.
We carried out MD simulations starting from both
docked orientations and found that, for the parallel
orientation, the interactions of NT and YIMR 1R 2AII are
in agreement with experimental data and that this
binding pose is more stable (see Fig. 6 and Figs. S12
and S13). We therefore reason that the parallel
orientation is more likely and present further analysis
of NT in this orientation.
The NT binding mode at atomic resolution
Although the experimental data and docking results
discussed above are consistent with each other and
provide strong evidence that NT interacts with the
canonical ArmRP binding surface in a parallel fashion,
the approximations inherent in rigid-protein docking
require further validation of the predicted binding
modes. We therefore ran two independent explicit
solvent MD simulations of the YIMR 1R 2AII:NT(7-13)
complex starting from the parallel orientation predicted by docking. The complex is stable over a 2-μs
timescale but the NT(7-13) peptide shows remarkable
flexibility in its C-terminal section. The side chains of
Pro7 NT, Arg8 NT, Arg9 NT, and Tyr11 NT form stable
interactions with the protein, whereas Pro10 NT ,
Ile12 NT, and Leu13 NT are involved in intra-peptide
hydrophobic contacts and/or are partially exposed to
the solvent (cf. movie). Both electrostatic and van der
Waals interactions involving NT side chains contribute
to binding (see Fig. 6 and Table S4). The salt bridge
between the guanidino group of Arg8 NT and the
carboxyl of Glu158 is extremely stable (Fig. 6b). In one
simulation, the salt bridge between the side chains of
Arg9 NT and Asp43 exists—either directly or mediated
by one or two water molecules—in about half of the
trajectory (Fig. 6c). In the second half of the trajectory,
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Interaction of YIMR 1R 2AII with NT-K6C as probed by PREs. The protein backbone is in ribbon representation
(gray), individually tracked atoms are shown as spheres, and peptide bonds are depicted as sticks. Color intensity of the
spheres is proportional to (real or simulated) PRE effect in blue-to-orange gradient. (a) Experimental PRE effect (orange,
N 80% loss of signal). (b) NTK6C-13 poses as predicted by AutoDock Vina. Color intensity on the receptor correlates
with distance to the nitroxide radical (orange, b 10 Å; blue, N 22 Å). The docked peptide is delineated (green sticks and
van der Waals surface; hydrogens are hidden for clarity) with the coupled MTSL spin label (yellow sticks). The nitroxide
moiety (red sphere) is the source of the PRE effect as symbolized by yellow dots.

the side chain of Arg9 NT moves away from Asp43 and
interacts with Ser84 and Asn123. These interactions
are consistently present in the second simulation as
well (Fig. 6c). The side chains of Pro7 NT and Trp77
are optimally packed during the MD runs in a typical
CH–π interaction [33], whereas the backbone O atom
of Pro7 NT is hydrogen-bonded to the H γ1 atom of
Ser80 (Fig. 6a). The stacking of Tyr11 NT and Phe126
is seen in both simulations, although in one of them, it
is transient and shows multiple events of formation
and rupture (Fig. 6d). In addition to the stacking
interactions, there is a hydrogen bond between the H η
atom of Tyr11 NT and the O δ1 atom of Asn123, which is
more persistent in one of the two simulations (Fig. 6d).
It seems that the peptide orientation and interactions
in simulation 1 (continuous lines in Fig. 6) converge
toward those observed almost from the beginning of
simulation 2 (dotted lines in Fig. 6). This trend is
consistent with the time evolution of the root-meansquare deviation of the C α atoms of the NT(7-10) region
of the peptide or the complete NT(7-13), calculated
upon fitting MR 1R 2 repeats to the last structure from the
second simulation (Fig. S12). Residues 7–10 of
NT(7-13) are well “anchored” and therefore have a
lower root-mean-square deviation than NT(7-13).

The simulations agree with previous experimental
findings [23] and the PRE and CSP data. Concerning
the latter data, the ring of Pro7 NT packs against the
aromatic ring of Trp77, while its C α atom remains in
close proximity to Ser80 (Table S4 and Fig. 6) whose
both amide and C β resonances are strongly perturbed
(ΔδCB ~ 6 ppm) in the presence of NT. The fact
that no large amide CSP is observed for Glu158
(ΔδHN = 0.041 ppm) may indicate that the side-chain
conformation is not significantly changed and also
reflects the larger distance from the backbone amide
to the actual point of interaction at the side-chain head
group. The conserved Asn ladder does appear to be
significantly involved in the interaction; Arg8 NT ,
Arg9 NT, and Y11 NT interact with Asn123, whereas
Pro7 NT and Arg9 NT interact weakly with Asn81 (Table
S4). These Asn residues are strongly affected in the
CSP data (Fig. S8). Both Arg8 NT and Arg9 NT interact
with Ser84, which is also strongly perturbed. Furthermore, the guanidino group of Arg9 NT is transiently
involved in a salt bridge with Asp43 (moderate CSP).
We noticed a network of aromatic residues in the
upper part of the NT binding interface involving Trp77,
Tyr116, and Trp161. It is likely that the π–π
interactions of this network contribute to the structural
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Fig. 6. Intermolecular contacts. Time evolution of distances among Pro7 NT, Arg8 NT, Arg9 NT, and Tyr11 NT and main
interacting residues of YIMR 1R 2AII, when NT(7-13) is in the parallel orientation. Continuous and dotted lines represent two
independent runs. In (a) and (d), Pro7 NT–Trp77, Tyr11 NT–Phe126, and Tyr11 NT–Trp161 distances are calculated
between the center of masses of the aromatic or pyrrolidine rings. In (c), Arg9 NT–Ser84 and Arg9 NT–Asn123 distances are
calculated between the centers of masses of the two residues.

stability of the protein. On the other hand, they may be
involved in formation of weak CH–cation interactions
with NT residues and provide a hydrophobic surface
against which Pro7 NT can pack.
Interestingly, Ile166 is perturbed (Fig. S8) despite its
remote location from the binding site. Based on MD
simulations, Phe126 forms a transient π stacking with
Trp161 (Fig. S14b), which, in the absence of NT, brings
the Phe aromatic ring close to Ile166 (Fig. S14a).
Furthermore, in the presence of NT, both Phe126 and
Trp161 interact with Tyr11 NT (Fig. 6d). We hypothesize
that as a result, Ile166 is no longer sufficiently close to
experience the ring-current shift of Phe126.
Mutations in the N-cap modulate NT binding and
affect packing of the N-cap against the first repeat
The exact nature of the N-cap was found to have
a dramatic effect on the capability of the various

proteins to bind NT: the stabilized mutants of the
original binder VG_328 no longer bind NT [23].
Therefore, the effect on peptide binding of the
differences between the YI-cap and the YII-cap was
investigated in detail using a series of mutants. The
complete change from a YI-cap to a YII-cap includes
three mutations: V34R, R37S, and R42Δ. All
possible single and double mutations, as well as
the triple mutation (= YII-cap), were introduced into
YIMR 1 R 2 AII. Moreover, R42A was introduced as
single point mutation to distinguish effects due to
shortening the loop between the N-cap and the first
internal repeat (R42Δ) from those caused by
removing the Arg42 side chain as a potential
point of interaction with NT. Additionally, an E46A
mutant was probed for the effect of removing a
negatively charged residue from the N-cap/
M-repeat loop, as NT contains several positively
charged residues.
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The original full-length binder YIMR 1 R 2 R 3MAI
(VG_328) and its binding-competent version with
stabilized C-cap YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII were used as
reference proteins. CSPs from the titration of
15
N-labeled protein with NT were used to determine
Kd values of all protein variants as described
in Materials and Methods. In addition, we titrated
YIMR 1R 2AII with NT(7-13), a truncated version of NT.
All results are summarized in Table 1. Exemplary fitted
raw data for YIMR 1R 2AII are shown in Fig. S7.
Interestingly, the Kd of YIMR 1R 2AII with NT(7-13)
was 12 ± 5 μM and hence in the same range as the
full-length peptide, indicating that the first 6 residues
of NT do not contribute to binding, as suggested
previously [23].
The V34R and R42A point mutations were found
to have the smallest impact on binding, with the
Kd remaining in the same range as observed for
YIMR 1 R 2 AII. The R42Δ mutation increased the Kd
significantly (5-fold), while R37S was found to be the
most disruptive point mutation increasing the Kd by
a factor of 12.5. Combinations of the single
mutations showed synergistic effects, for example,
V34R/R37S with a factor of 15 and V34R/R42Δ with
a factor of 6. The effect of all three mutations present
in YIIMR 1 R 2 AII led to an increase in Kd by a factor of
20.5. The Kd values of the original binder VG_328
(YIMR 1 R 2 R 3 MAI), the binder with the stabilized
C-cap, YIMR 1 R 2 R 3 MAII, and the optimized minimal
binder YIMR 1 R 2 AII were all very similar.
Additionally, all Y I MR 1 R 2 A II mutants and
VG_328-based reference proteins described above
were assessed for interaction with NT by ELISA (see
Fig. S17). For YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII and YIMR 1R 2AII,
binding constants were also confirmed by SPR
studies (for results, see Table 1). Biotinylated NT
was immobilized on the chip as described in Materials
and Methods. ELISA results of the YIMR 1R 2AII
variants and the VG_328-derived reference proteins
were in good agreement with CSP-based Kd results,
corroborating the trends described above.

The affinity of YIMR 1R 2AII and YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII for
NT was determined by SPR at 8 °C (cf. Materials and
Methods) to be 14 μM and 18 μM, respectively.
Earlier studies determined a Kd of 7 μM for the original
binder VG_328 (YIMR 1R 2R 3MAI) with the AI-type
C-cap at 4 °C and a similar experimental setup [23]. It
should be noted that, for binders in the micromolar
range, Kd values from SPR have higher errors
compared to those obtained from NMR experiments.
Protein variants with sequences of internal repeats
identical with YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII but containing stabilized versions of the N-cap are not capable of binding
the NT peptide (vide supra). NMR data indicate that
the N-cap is not well folded, and the absence of
signals is indicative of molten-globule-type behavior.
Since the previous MD simulations of proteins with
this N-cap showed that the latter does not pack well
against the remainder of the protein [25], we
performed a 2-μs MD simulation of YIMR 1R 2AII in
the absence of NT. The simulation utilized the
above-described structural model as the starting
conformation. We observed that the N-cap and the
loop containing residues 38–48, which connect the
N-cap and the first internal repeat, had considerable
flexibility. Moreover, the relative orientation of helix 2
of the N-cap and helix 3 of the first internal repeat, as
characterized by the angle θ, was monitored along
the trajectories of the apo-proteins YIMR 1R 2AII and
YIIIM3AII (see Fig. 7). The N-cap of YIMR 1R 2AII shows
a shift in the distribution of the θ angle toward larger
values with respect to YIIIM3AII. Through the larger
rotation of the entire N-cap, the loop connecting the
N-cap with the first repeat is shifted into closer
proximity to the binding surface, possibly accounting
for the PRE attenuations around residue Gly44. The
angle θ is also larger in YIMR 1R 2AII than in YIIIM3AII in
control simulations performed using a different force
field and at 330 K for enhanced sampling (Fig. S15).
We further investigated the effects of different N-cap
mutations on protein stability in the absence of NT (see
Fig. 8a). Root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSFs) of
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Fig. 7. Inter-helical angle between helix 2 of the N-cap and helix 3 of the first internal repeat. (Left) The angle θ reflects
the orientation of the N-cap relative to the first internal repeat. The black arrow indicates the position of G44 in the loop.
(Middle and right) Time series and probability density, respectively, of the inter-helical angle θ for YIMR 1R 2AII (blue lines)
and YIIIM3AII (green lines).
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Fig. 8. Flexibility of N-cap and first internal repeat. (a) Profiles of RMSF of C α atoms of selected YIMR 1R 2AII variants.
(b) Profiles of RMSF of C α atoms of YIMR 1R 2AII and YIMR 1R 2AII_R37S in the presence and absence of NT. All RMSF are
calculated on 2-ns segments during the second half of each simulation (i.e., between 1 μs and 2 μs), and then averaged.
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C α atoms obtained from MD simulations reveal that the
effects of the N-cap mutations are restricted to the 50
N-terminal residues of the protein. YIMR 1R 2AII,
YIMR 1R 2AII_V34R, and YIMR 1R 2AII_R37S display
a similar pattern of fluctuations, with the highest
fluctuations in the loop region between the N-cap and
the first repeat (residues 41–46) (see Fig. 8a). In this
region, fluctuations are slightly higher in YIMR 1R 2AII
than in the mutants. The R42Δ deletion has a similar
effect as the V34R and R37S mutations, only
fluctuations in the loop region (residues 41–46) are
somewhat lower (data not shown). Importantly, the
RMSF profiles indicate that both YIMR 1R 2AII and
YIMR 1R 2AII_R37S are stabilized by the presence of
NT, except for the loop between H1 and H2 helices of
the N-cap of the YIMR 1R 2AII_R37S:NT(7-13) complex (Fig. 8b).
The second half of the H2 helix of the N-cap, the
loop connecting the N-cap and the first repeat, and the
H3 helix of the first repeat appear to be most stabilized
by NT. We have also observed that the distance
between the guanidino group of Arg37 and the
aromatic ring of Trp77 is mostly more than 2 Å larger
in the apo-state of the protein (see Fig. S16), indicating

that Arg37 may be of importance in organizing the
aromatic network in the complex. Moreover, in all MD
runs, an interaction between Met17 and Phe36 is
present most of the time, possibly contributing to the
stability of the N-cap (Fig. 9). Valley et al. observed
such stabilizing Met-aromatic motifs in approximately
one-third of all known protein structures [34]. However, in YIMR 1R 2AII_R37S with NT(7-13) bound, the
distance between Met17 and Phe36 increases from
~ 5 Å to ~ 7 Å in the second half of the 2-μs MD
simulation. This may be a reason for the larger RMSF
in the loop region between helices H1 and H2 of the
N-cap (Fig. 8b). In the first half of the 2-μs MD
simulation, the RMSF is similar in magnitude to the
other RMSF shown in Fig. 8b.
To probe for possible differences in conformational
stability between the free and NT-bound states,
we additionally measured the exchange rate of
YIMR 1 R 2 AII amide protons in two independent
series of MEXICO [35] experiments. As expected, the
presence of NT leads to a generally lower exchange
rate. Mapping the effect on the backbone of YIMR 1R 2AII uncovers that some of the most affected residues
(Gln19, Gln20, Leu21, Gln29, Leu30, Ser66, Asn68)
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Fig. 9. Temporal evolution of the distance between the
S δ atom of Met17 and the center of the phenyl ring of
Phe36.

cluster in the vicinity of the N-cap hinge region (Fig.
S18). This is in line with our finding that addition of NT
results in a stabilizing effect for the N-cap via the
network of cation–π, π–π, and CH–π stacking
interactions as discussed earlier.

Discussion
The present study highlights some unique challenges that must be overcome when analyzing weak
protein–peptide interactions. While the individually
obtained experimental data are insufficient to allow
unambiguous interpretation of the binding mode, the
overall picture derived from combining various
approaches provides much insight to help drive
forward the design and construction of engineered
ArmRPs (see Fig. 10).

A problem at the onset of the project was the
limited stability of the protein versions available at
that time, which, however, was rapidly improved
through introduction of stabilized C-caps (Q292L
and F293Q = AII) [25]. However, despite favorable
biochemical properties, the highly repetitive sequence did not allow extensive assignments in
YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII.
A strategy pursued in this study to simplify the
assignment problem was to use protein fragments. It
was noted elsewhere [31] that N-terminally truncated
ArmRPs are stable and resulted in [ 15N, 1H]-HSQC
spectra that were largely superimposable with
spectra of their full-length parent. In contrast,
C-terminally truncated fragments displayed moltenglobule-like behavior, regardless of their length. This
suggests that the AII C-cap plays a crucial role for
protein stability, an effect that is transferred through
the complete protein. Conversely, the YI N-cap
appears to be far less stable, a view that is supported
by our observation that many signals from the N-cap
were missing in the [ 15N, 1H]-HSQC spectra. While
subsequent engineering of the N-cap has largely
solved this problem [25], the original selections that
led to the NT binder VG_328 had been performed
with a library containing the YI-cap [23], and indeed,
this particular cap was required to maintain binding.
A similarly decisive role of cap stability for overall
protein stability was noted earlier in the class of
Ankyrin repeat proteins [28]. The systematic truncation of N-terminal repeats from YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII by
one repeat at a time allowed us to increase the
backbone resonance assignments to an extent that
revealed that NT binding to YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII had no
effect on the resonances of the C-cap and the last
internal repeat.
Once the approximate binding location of NT
was known, it became possible to eliminate whole

Fig. 10. Workflow of the multidisciplinary approach to the elucidation of the binding mode of the NT(7-13) peptide with
the designed ArmRP YIMR 1R 2AII.
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repeats unimportant for peptide binding. The resulting optimized minimal binder YIMR 1R 2AII retained
full NT binding properties and displayed improved
spectra. Since YIMR 1 R 2 AII represents a much
smaller target—22 kDa instead of 32 kDa—and
because assignments were easier in the absence
of two identical unrandomized M repeats (which had
been added to the library to improve protein stability
[23]), we were able to achieve near-complete and
unambiguous backbone assignment of the whole
protein, as well as partial side-chain assignments for
the binding interface formed by helix 3 of each
repeat. Thereby, detailed analysis of the interaction
with NT by CSP and PREs became possible. The
pruning of unnecessary repeat modules from established binders at no expense in binding affinity
represents a novel strategy in the development
process of repeat protein engineering.
CSP experiments of YIMR 1R 2AII with NT revealed
substantial changes in the binding interface and the
N-cap, as well as smaller changes in the hinge
regions between helices. The effects were spread
over a much larger area than expected. We
interpreted this as a combination of direct effects
due to peptide binding and indirect effects due to
structural rearrangements involving the N-cap. We
hypothesize that the N-cap is locked into one
position only upon binding of NT, causing a series
of strong CSPs in the interface between the N-cap
and the first internal repeat. These stabilizing effects
are propagated from the cap through the whole
protein leading to minor CSPs in hinge regions.
The undiminished interaction of NT7-13 with
YIMR 1 R 2 AII in NMR studies indicated that the
N-terminal hexapeptide of NT does not contribute
significantly to binding, consistent with previous
experiments [23]. PRE studies also showed that
the central region of the peptide is more rigidly
located in the complex, whereas the N- and
C-termini sample a number of conformations in
non-contiguous regions of the protein surface. Since
the location of the nitroxyl moiety relative to the
backbone is intrinsically less well-defined and
because intermolecular NOEs could not be detected
due to the relatively low binding affinity, the NMR
data alone do not allow NT to be placed on the
YIMR 1R 2AII binding surface unambiguously. In order
to progress with defining consistent poses and
conformations, we therefore turned to computational
methods such as docking and MD simulations.
Automatic docking suggested two poses for NT
binding to YIMR 1R 2AII, a parallel and an antiparallel
binding mode. The antiparallel pose is clearly not in
agreement with the majority of NMR data and can
therefore only be populated to a small extent, if at all.
In contrast, the parallel binding mode results in a
large number of favorable interactions between
peptide and protein and is in agreement with CSPs
and PREs. In the MD simulation starting from the
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parallel pose, which in turn was proposed by docking,
the salt bridge involving NT residues Arg8 NT with
Glu158 is stable while the one between Arg9 NT with
Asp43 is only transiently formed. Moreover, the side
chains of Pro7 NT and Trp77 are packed favorably.
These interactions are also compatible with the results
from the Ala scan performed earlier on NT [23].
Interestingly, the suggested binding mode does not
mirror the canonical binding mode observed in
naturally occurring ArmRPs [36].
Nonetheless, it appears that NT does utilize the
conserved asparagine ladder to some extent, albeit
via side-chain contacts. The central part of the
peptide is bound more tightly and the N-terminus
makes only transient interactions with other parts of
the YIMR 1 R 2 AII binding interface. The binding
hypothesis from this work is supported by the results
from the Ala scan of NT. It is also in agreement with
the fact that the binder was developed by pre-panning against the first 5 residues of NT during
ribosome display selections [23].
In summary, we provide evidence that the
central part of NT (residues 7–11) makes contacts
with the binding interface presented by helix 3 of
all internal repeats of YIMR 1 R 2 AII as intended in
the original design. We successfully reduced the
size of the original binder from 32 to 22 kDa
without loss of binding competency and confirmed
that Pro7 NT , Arg8 NT , Arg9 NT , and Tyr11 NT are
key peptide residues for binding.
An unexpected observation in this study was that
the protein mutants incorporating the stabilized
N-caps no longer bind NT. Initially, it was unclear
whether this effect was due to removal of residues that
form contacts with NT or whether the geometry of the
binding interface was altered and incompatible with
NT binding. Interestingly, the three N-cap mutations,
V34R, R37S, and R42Δ, that reduce the binding
affinity for NT (albeit to variable extent), all affect
positioning of arginine residues. We studied the
mutations individually to determine which of them
were responsible for increased protein stability and
which were crucial for NT binding. Titrations of NT
against YIMR 1R 2AII and its N-cap variants enabled us
to identify R37S as the most disruptive single mutation
for peptide binding, increasing the Kd from ~ 18 μM to
about 224 μM (factor of 12.5), whereas R42Δ
increased the Kd by a factor of 5 (see Table 1).
Combinations of the single mutations showed additive
effects, with the triple mutant (V34R, R37S, R42Δ) in
YIIMR 1R 2AII displaying a 20.5-fold increased Kd.
Surprisingly, no direct contacts are formed between Arg37 and NT7-13 in our model of the
complex. Instead, Arg37 is revealed as an important
pivot for organizing the network of aromatic residues
surrounding the binding site. Indeed, its guanidinomoiety pre-orientates the Trp77 indole ring via
cation–π stacking and thus facilitates the packing
of Pro7 NT against the side chain of the latter.
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Overall, our data provide a plausible explanation
for the binding in that its mechanism appears to rely
on two specific aspects, namely, (i) packing of the
N-cap against the first internal repeat, which to some
extent (ii) pre-organizes the aromatic network
surrounding the interaction site.

Conclusions
Undoubtedly, crystal structures of larger proteins
provide fast access to structural information of
protein–peptide complexes, and this is particularly
true for repeat proteins. However, in early stages of
such projects, when a new class of proteins is being
developed, binding affinities are low and protein
binders may still contain flexible parts hampering
crystallization. Often, these binders remain poorly
characterized due to the lack of proper methodology to
investigate the details of these low-affinity complexes.
Herein we have developed a highly interdisciplinary
approach combining mutagenesis, heteronuclear
NMR spectroscopy, and atomistic simulation methods
supported by other biophysical tools. We believe that
this approach can be a powerful strategy for analyzing
difficult targets such as low-affinity binders with
multiple binding modes. We have also demonstrated
that, even based on information from limited NMR
assignments, protein sequences can be modified to
yield proteins with superior characteristics that may
eventually be amenable to high-resolution structural
studies. Most importantly, this limited information is
sufficient to drive the project forward and to verify
original hypotheses about the binding mode of the
ligand in designed binders. Particularly in the early
stages of this type of project, it is of the utmost
importance to ensure that it is on the correct track.

Materials and Methods
Nomenclature
The ArmRPs in this study contain consensus repeats
(M) and randomized internal repeats (R) based on the
previously described M type (for more details, see Refs.
[23] and [25]). In the case of the selected binder VG_328,
the protein contains three randomized library modules
termed R 1, R 2, and R 3. The N-terminal capping repeat
derived from yeast importin-α is termed “Y”. The C-terminal
capping repeat, was artificially designed [25] and termed
“A”. The number of identical repeats in a protein is
indicated as a subscript; for example, a protein with five
identical internal consensus repeats is called YM5A. To
distinguish different design versions of capping repeats,
we labeled the caps with additional subscripts in roman
numerals, e.g., YIIM5AII. In the presented nomenclature,
the used binder VG_328 is denoted as YIMR 1R 2R 3MAI. All
cap and internal repeat sequences used in this study are
shown in Fig. S1.

Cloning
Experiments were performed according to standard
procedures [37] unless stated otherwise. Oligonucleotides
were purchased from Microsynth AG (Balgach, Switzerland); for a complete list of all used oligonucleotides, see
Table S2. Enzymes and buffers were from New England
Biolabs or Fermentas (Lithuania). Escherichia coli strain
XL1 blue (Genotype: recA1, endA1, gyrA96, thi-1,
hsdR17(r K- , m K+ ), supE44, relA1, lac, [F′, proAB,
lacIqZΔM15∷Tn10(tet r)]; Stratagene, California, USA)
was used for cloning. Further details on the cloning
procedure are provided in the supplementary materials.
Expression of proteins
Proteins were expressed in E. coli M15 [pREP4] in LB
medium for unlabeled protein and in M9 minimal medium
supplemented according to the desired isotopic labeling
with 15N-NH4Cl, 13C-glucose, and 2H2O as described
previously [28,31].
For the expression of 15N, 13C, 2H-labeled proteins, 5-mL
LBD2O overnight starter cultures were used to inoculate
50-mL D2O minimal medium pre-cultures, which were
incubated overnight to increase cell density before being
used to inoculate the final culture at a volumetric ratio of
1:20. Expression was induced at OD600 = 0.6 and carried
out for 16 h at 37 °C. With the use of 2H, 13C-glucose, the
final level of deuteration was about 90%.
Protein purification and characterization
Cell pellets were resuspended in TBS500 [50 mM Tris–
HCl, 500 mM NaCl, and 5% (v/v) glycerol (pH 8.0)] and
purified as previously described [28,31].
For complexation with NT, the His6 tag of C-terminal
ArmRP fragments was removed by rTEV protease at a
molar ratio of 1:30 as previously described [31].
After immobilized metal-ion affinity chromatography purification, ArmRPs and fragments were further purified by
preparative size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) in PBS150
(pH 7.4) with 2% (v/v) glycerol on a S75 16/60 HiLoad
column (GE Healthcare). Protein size and purity were
checked by 15% SDS-PAGE. Proteins were further analyzed
by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry to verify the
exact mass and determine the degree of isotopic labeling.
Analytical SEC was carried out on a Superdex 200
5/150 GL (Pharmacia) column on an ÄKTA HPLC system
in PBS150 [50 mM phosphate and 150 mM NaCl (pH 7.4)
and 2% glycerol]. ArmRPs have been shown to elute at a
higher apparent size than the calculated monomeric
weight suggests. This is a result of their elongated shape
and greater effective hydrodynamic ratio [36].
NMR spectroscopy and data evaluation
Spectra were recorded in PBS150 buffer [150 mM NaCl,
50 mM Na phosphate, and 2% (v/v) glycerol (pH 7.4)]
supplemented with 10% D2O, 1 mM TMSP-d4, 0.0 1%
NaN3, and 2% (v/v) glycerol. Protein solutions were
concentrated to 0.2–1.0 mM for NMR measurements.
NMR data were recorded at 32 °C on Bruker AV
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600-MHz or AV 700-MHz spectrometers equipped with
triple-resonance cryoprobes. Data were processed in
TOPSPIN 2.1 and analyzed with CARA [38]. Resonances
were calibrated relative to the proton water resonance at
4.63 ppm, and the 15N and 13C scales were calculated
indirectly (conversion factors 15N = 0.10132900 and 13C =
0.25144954). Experiments were selected from the Bruker
standard pulse sequence library and included pulsed-field
gradients, sensitivity-enhancement schemes, and water
suppression through coherence selection [29,30].
For backbone assignments, 15N, 13C, 2H-labeled proteins were used. Deuterium decoupling was applied during
relevant 15N or 13C evolution periods or delays. Sequential
amide spin systems were linked via matching carbonyl
[HNCO/HN(CA)CO experiments] and C α and C β resonances [HNCACB/HN(CO)CACB experiments]. Additionally, HN(CACO)NH and 15N three-dimensional NOE
spectroscopy experiments provided sequential correlations of nitrogens and protons of amide groups, respectively [28]. Initially, sequential assignments were made
automatically using the program Mars [39], then manually
checked and completed. For side-chain assignments,
constant-time [ 13C, 1H]HSQC experiments combined with
(H)CCH total correlated spectroscopy and 13C-resolved
aliphatic or aromatic NOE spectroscopy experiments of
uniformly 15N, 13C-labeled protein were used. All assigned
chemical shifts of YIMR 1R 2AII in the presence of NT have
been deposited in the Biological Magnetic Resonance
Bank database under accession code 25367.
CSP experiments
Chemical shift mapping was used to probe for conformational changes in the protein upon peptide binding and
to investigate direct protein–peptide interactions. Shift
deviations (Δδ) for YIMR1R2R3MAII and YIMR1R2AII upon
complex formation were taken from [ 15N, 1H]HSQC spectra recorded in the absence and presence of 2 molar
equivalents of NT and quantified using the formula
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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γ 
Δδ obs ¼ ðΔδ 1H Þ2 þ  N   Δδ 15N
γ
H

where Δδ1H and Δδ15N correspond to the backbone amide
chemical shift differences; γH and γN correspond to the
gyromagnetic ratios for the proton and nitrogen resonances, respectively [40]. Additionally, we define a
differential CSP (ΔΔδ ≡ Δδcond2 − Δδcond1) to directly
compare perturbations that were observed under two
separate conditions. Note that ΔΔδ refers to a net
difference between quadratically normalized CSP for two
conditions and can thus take positive and negative values.
Thereby, we estimate the impact of adding a spin label
(vide infra) to the NT peptide by quantifying the differential
CSP of YIMR1R2AII complexed with either unlabeled NT
(Δδcond1) or NT coupled to quenched MTSL (Δδcond2).

Determination of dissociation constants (Kd) by NMR
using CSP
NT binding to YIMR1R2AII was detected from perturbations of [ 15N, 1H]HSQC spectra by monitoring the chemical

shift changes of protein backbone amides as a function of
ligand concentration. A total of 5 eq NT or NT7-13 peptide
solution were successively added to 250 μM protein
samples in PBS150 buffer [150 mM NaCl and 50 mM Na
phosphate (pH 7.4)] supplemented with 2% (v/v) glycerol,
1 mM TMSP-d4, and 0.01% NaN3. Assuming single-site
binding for a system in fast exchange, quadratically
weighted amplitudes of 1 H and 15 N chemical shift
differences at each titration step i were combined and
fitted by non-linear regression analysis as [40]:

Δδ ical ¼ Δδ ∞

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
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½Ptotal þ ½Li þ K D −4 ½Ptotal  ½Li
½Ptotal þ ½Li þ K D −
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using an algorithm implemented in MatLab as previously
described [41]. Almost complete ligand saturation, ranging
from 70% (Kd N 200 μM) to N 95% (Kd b 30 μM), was
consistently achieved in the last ligand addition step of
each titration series. Multiple binding curves derived for
individual resonances were averaged to yield more precise
Kd values for the interaction of each construct with NT.
PRE experiments
Cysteine mutants of the NT peptide (NT-Q1C, NT-K6C,
and NT-L13C) were obtained from Anaspec (Fremont, CA,
USA), dissolved in PBS150 [50 mM Na phosphate and
150 mM NaCl (pH 7.4)] and incubated with a 2 × molar
excess of TCEP for 30 min at room temperature. A 10 ×
molar excess of the PRE tag MTSL (CAS: 81213-52-7;
TRC, Toronto) dissolved in DMSO was added, and the pH
adjusted to 9 using 1 M NaOH. The reaction mix was
incubated for 2 h in the dark at room temperature with
vigorous shaking. Complete labeling was confirmed by
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry. Labeled peptides were purified in H2O by SEC using a 30/10 peptide
column (GE Healthcare), lyophilized, dissolved in PBS150
[50 mM Na phosphate and 150 mM NaCl (pH 7.4)] and
added at 2 × molar excess to NMR samples containing
uniformly 15 N, 13 C-labeled YIMR 1 R 2 AII. Two sets of
[ 15 N, 1 H]HSQC (water flip back) and [ 13 C, 1 H]HSQC
(aliphatic and aromatic) experiments were recorded
using relaxation delays of 2 s, in which the diamagnetic
reference was obtained by addition of 10 eq of ascorbic
acid. The inactivated sample was incubated at room
temperature for 1 h and the pH readjusted to pH 7.4 using
1 M NaOH before recording the reference spectrum. The
ratio of the signal intensity MTSLactive:MTSLinactive was
used as an indicator of spatial proximity of the PRE-tagged
peptide side chain to the attenuated residues of the
protein.
Measurement of differential amide proton exchange
rates
Amide proton exchange rates in the presence and
absence of NT were derived from a series of MEXICO [35]
experiments using doubly matched 13C and 15N filters.
Data measurement and evaluation followed procedures
previously published by us [28].
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Docking of NT to YIMR 1R 2AII
Models of the NT7-13 peptide fragment were docked to
YIMR1R2AII via AutoDock Vina 1.1.2 [42] in a free and
unrestricted fashion, which uses a highly optimized
algorithm to efficiently predict flexible ligand conformations
on macromolecular receptor targets. A molecular model of
the NT peptide fragment P7-R8-R9-P10-Y11-I12-L13
(“NT7-13”, N-term acetylated) was constructed in PyMOL
[43]. In order to analyze the effect of attaching a spin label
to NT residue K6, we modified the model in Chem3D
(Cambridgesoft) to incorporate an MTSL entity at its
N-terminus, yielding “NTK6C-13”. Both models were
energy minimized using the MM2 force field [44] and
prepared for docking with AutoDockTools 1.5.6 [45]. A
torsion tree encompassing 31 rotatable bonds (maximum
number allowed by the AutoDock algorithm) was defined
for both ligands. All bonds of the C-terminal residue L13
and the bonds in the guanidino groups of residues R8/R9
had to be rigidified for ligand NTK6C-13 in order to comply
with this limit. Considering that, in the MD simulations, the
side chain of Leu13 moves freely as it points away from the
binding interface, we felt this was justified. Relaxed PDB
coordinates were extracted from the MD trajectory of the
modeled YIMR1R2AII protein in explicit water (cf. section
on MD simulations). These were then regularized with
MolProbity [46] and WHAT IF [47] followed by merging of
nonpolar hydrogens and addition of Gasteiger atomic
charges calculated using the PARSE force field [48] at
pH 7.4. The docking space was defined as a grid of
32 Å × 28 Å × 30 Å, centered at repeat R1 to encompass
the entire binding surface spanned by the repeating H3
helices (Fig. S1). Within that space, blind docking was
carried out with AutoDock Vina using an exhaustiveness
value of 128; 20 poses were calculated for NT7-13 and two
additional poses for NT6C-13. The lowest-energy docked
conformers served as starting coordinates for the MD
simulations.
MD simulations
All MD simulations were carried out in explicit water at
constant temperature (310 K) and constant pressure
(1 bar) using a velocity-rescaling thermostat and Berendsen pressure coupling [49,50]. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all three dimensions. Coulomb and
van der Waals interactions were cut off at 1 nm. The
long-range electrostatic interactions were treated by the
particle mesh Ewald method [51]. The simulations of the
YIMR 1R 2AII:NT(7-13) complex were started from the
parallel or antiparallel orientation as predicted by docking
(Table S3). The N-terminus of NT was acetylated, whereas
the C-terminus was negatively charged. The protonation
state of the side chains was chosen to reflect the
experimental pH 7.4: aspartate and glutamate side chains
and the C-terminal carboxyl group were negatively
charged, lysine and arginine side chains and the
N-terminal amino group were positively charged, and
histidine residues were kept neutral. Each system was
solvated in a dodecahedral box of TIP3P water molecules,
with the box edge at a distance of at least 1.2 nm from the
protein surface. Ions (Na + and Cl −) were added to
neutralize the total charge of the system at the concentration of 150 mM. The energy of the system was minimized,

using a steepest descent algorithm, before the system was
equilibrated in a 0.1-ns position-restrained simulation at
constant molecular number, volume, and temperature.
Then, a 0.9-ns position-restrained simulation at constant
molecular number, pressure (1 bar), and temperature
(NPT), with positional restraints on protein and peptide
when present, was carried out to equilibrate the pressure.
For the protein–peptide systems, an additional 50-ns
simulation with distance restraints on the peptide backbone was performed before the onset of 2-μs unrestrained
NPT simulations. The simulations were carried out using
the GROMACS software version 4.5.5 with the
CHARMM36 force field [52] and the TIP3P potential for
water molecules [53].
In all simulations, the LINCS algorithm was used to fix
the length of all bonds [54]. Virtual sites were used for
removing fastest degrees of freedom, which allowed an
integration time step of 5 fs.
All structural models shown in this work were established
based on PDB coordinates of experimental crystal structures of natural and designed ArmRPs by sequence
adaptation, repeat merging and relaxation in Rosetta [55].
The model for YIMR 1R 2R 3MAII is based on the natural yeast
karyopherin-α structure (PDB ID: 1EE4 [56]), the model for
YIMR 1R 2AII is based on the designed consensus ArmRP
YIIIM3AII (PDB ID: 4DB6 [57]).
Determination of dissociation constants (Kd) by SPR
SPR experiments were carried out on a BIACORE 3000
(GE Healthcare Biosciences, Pennsylvania, USA) with
PBS-T [50 mM Na phosphate, 150 mM NaCl, and 0.01%
Tween-20 (pH 7.4)] as running buffer. A total of 10
response units of synthetic, biotinylated NT were immobilized on a streptavidin-coated SA chip (GE Healthcare
Biosciences). Interactions of NT with YIMR1R2R3MAII and
YIMR1R2AII were measured at increasing concentrations
of protein (0.06–200 μM), flow rate of 50 μL/min, injections
of 50 μL, and dissociation buffer flow of 5 min. Measured
values were corrected by subtraction of a reference signal
from an uncoated cell. Due to fast equilibration of the
system, plateau values were used to determine the
dissociation constant (Scrubber, BioLogic software).
ELISA
MaxiSorp 96-well plates (Nunc) were coated with
NeutrAvidin (100 μL per well, 66 nM, overnight, 4 °C).
Wells were blocked with 300 μL of 1 × PBS-TB [50 mM
phosphate and 150 mM NaCl (pH 7.4), 0.3% bovine
serum albumin, and 0.1% Tween-20] 1 h at room
temperature. Biotinylated target peptide ([Biotin]-[6-amino-caproic acid]-[β-Ala]2-NT) was immobilized (100 μL per
well, 200 nM, 1 h, 4 °C) in PBS-TB. Proteins were
dissolved in PBS-B [50 mM phosphate and 150 mM
NaCl (pH 7.4) and 0.3% bovine serum albumin], all
washing steps were carried out in PBS-TB. Plates were
incubated with target protein (100 μL per well, 200 nM,
1 h, 4 °C). Wells were washed three times with 300 μL of
1 × PBS-TB and incubated with anti-RGSH6 mouse
antibody (1:5000 in 1 × PBS-TB, 1 h, 4 °C; Qiagen,
Germany) as primary antibody. Plates were washed as
described above and incubated with a goat anti-mouse
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IgG alkaline phosphatase conjugate (1:10,000 in 1 ×
PBS-BT, 1 h at 4 °C; Sigma) as secondary antibody.
Signals were developed with disodium 4-nitrophenyl
phosphate [100 μL per well, 3 mM, 2 h, 37 °C (Fluka), in
50 mM NaHCO3 and 50 mM MgCl2]. Absorbance at
405 nm was measured with a Perkin Elmer HTS 7000
Plus plate reader (Reference absorbance wavelength
540 nm was deducted).
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